Wearable computers are portable electronics worn on the (CMU). Figure 1 shows the wearable computer's evolution in body. The increasing thermal challenges facing these compact terms of the power dissipation per unit area available for heat systems have motivated new cooling strategies such as transfer to the ambient. The exponential increase in the power transient thermal management with thermal storage materials. density together with the complex interactions of a concurrent The ability of building models to quickly assess the effect of design process requires innovative design methodologies a s different design parameters is critical for effectively well as improved thermal strategies. incorporating these innovative thermal strategies into new products. System models that enable design space exploration are built from different information sources such as numerical simulations, physical experiments, analytical solutions and heuristics. These models, called surrogates, are nonlinear and adaptive in nature and thus suitable for system responses where limited information is available and few realizations (experiments or numerical simulations) are feasible.
adaptive in nature and thus suitable for system responses where limited information is available and few realizations (experiments or numerical simulations) are feasible.
In this paper, the surrogate framework is applied to estimate values for unknown physical parameters of an embedded electronics system. For this purpose, physical experiments and numerical simulations are performed on an embedded electronics prototype system of the TIA (Technical Information Assistant) wearable computer. Numerical models are studied which involve five and three unknown Parameten, Wearable computers, and more generally portable with and without thermal contact resistances, respectively. electronics, are good of how the rising product Through the use of orthogonal m a y s and optimal sampling9 an complexity and the restrictions on time to market introduce a efficient exPlomtion of the Parameter space is performd. The need for shorter design cycles. Simple models and previous objective is to determine system Parmetes such as thermal experience are commonly used to perform characterization and conductivities, thermal contact resistances and heat transfer assessment of different design alternatives in the early stages of coefficients-Surrogate are that combine a concurrent design process. The possibilities of using more information obtained from numerical simulations and detailed such as simulations or physical experimental model measurements as well as from a thermal prototypes during these early design stages remain prohibitive resistance network simplified model. The integration Of Several due to the large amount of design alternatives that to be information SourceS duces the number of numerical tested. This lack of reliable decision tools --during conceptual simulations needed to find reliable estimates of the system design __ limits many innovative approaches. paradoxically, parameters and allows for identification of the best numerical these innovative approaches are necessary to attain the sought model. For the embedded electronics case, the use of prior perfomancegoals, information f i o m the thermal resistance network model reduces imposes
INTRODUCTION
our attention to passive thermal strategies due to battery power Wearable computers are Portable ad compact e l e c @ d c limitations. Second, we require a sealed computer housing due systems that merge information space with user workspace [l] . to the harsh operation ~i~~l l , , , we to t2] and are designed to be ensure a reliable operation of the electronics and a safe lightweight, mgged and power-efficient. Several generations of operation for the user. The latter is attained by keeping the Wearable computers, of increasing comP1exitY~ have been surface of the wearable computer at temperatures below those designed and manufactured at Carnegie Mellon University by ergonomic requirements. The simultaneous satisfaction of all these constraints is indeed a challenge for the current generation of wearable computers, the TIA (Technical Information Assistant) system. Figure 1 shows that if the TIA's exterior is cooled through free convection only, its steady state housing temperature will rise more than 10°C above ambient, violating the safety operation constraint. In response to these requirements, we are developing a new manufacturing process that allows for embedding electronic components into polymer substrates [3]. This rapid prototyping process is part of the efforts at the Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM) Lab at CMU. The embedding approach offers the advantage of enhanced conduction paths within the system, especially when polymer composites with highly conductive fillers are used [4]. We are also investigating transient thermal management strategies using PCMs (Phase Change Materials) for latent storage [5; 61.
The implementation of PCMs as a stand alone cooling strategy for wearable computers is discussed in Leoni and Amon [7] .
From a thermal design viewpoint, to incorporate these cooling technologies into new systems, we have to be able to evaluate their impact early on the product development process. To attain this objective, we need models that capture the effect of different design decisions (variations of the design parameters) on the thermal response of the system and on the satisfaction of the design goals and constraints. Numerical simulations provide a wealth of physical insight into the system behavior but, from the design perspective, they provide only pointwise information (i.e.. information for single combinations of the design parameters). On the other hand, performing numerical simulations for a large set of design alternatives would require considerable resources. The challenge is then to gain an understanding of the system behavior through a small number of numerical simulations. The paradigm shift that has been proposed to meet this challenge is to treat numerical simulations as computer experimenrs and build a meta-model (model built from another model) called surrogate which, in spirit, is similar to a response surface or interpolation model of the numerical simulation. The purpose is to replace the numerical simulation with the surrogate during optimization, robustness studies or other design related decision process. In this paper, we present an improvement of this paradigm by building surrogate models that incorporate information not only from numerical simulations but also from knowledge, based on physical principles, that can be synthesized at a lower computational cost than the numerical simulation itself (e.g., approximate analytical solution).
In this paper, we apply our surrogate approach to an inverse heat transfer problem in embedded electronics. First, we present the general formulation of the Bayesian surrogate methodology [8] . Afterwards, we describe the construction of a physical prototype of the embedded electronics system using the SDM process. Thermal measurements are performed on this experimental model using twelve spatiallydistributed thermocouples. The objective is to determine, from these temperature measurements, the thermal parameters that govern the system steady state behavior. Thus, the physical parameters to be determined are the conductivity of the polymer used to 59 embed the electronics, thermal contact resistances within the system as well as the heat transfer coefficient representing combined radiation and free convection effects on the external surface of the experimental model. Numerical simulations are performed to model three-dimensional heat conduction within the system using an equivalent heat transfer coefficient for the combined radiation and free convection. Two numerical models for the system are built, which involve three and five unknown parameters, respectively. The numerical model with five. parameters considers thermal contact resistances in the system while the other numerical model does not.
We restate our initial objective to find the parameter values that minimize a chosen error measure between the measurements from the experimental model and the predictions from each numerical model considered. We do not try to find these minimizing parameters directly with an optimization procedure. Instead, we build surrogate models for the error measure from a few numerical simulations of different parameter combinations and, then, we use the surrogate model to find the minimizing parameters. One of the surrogate models uses prior information from a first order thermal resistance network in addition to data from the numerical and experimental models. The purpose is to illustrate the possibility of reducing the resources required (i.e.$ computational effort) to build the surrogate model by using all the available information about the system.
BAYESIAN SURROGATE METHODOLOGY: FRAMEWORK
Surrogate methodologies have been proposed as a n . alternative to a direct function evaluation of a computationally expensive numerical simulation within an iterative search process (e.g., design optimization). The surrogate approach consists of building an interpolating model that relates the response to the parameters. Then, the computationally inexpensive surrogate substitutes the numerical simulation within the iterative process. Surrogates are meta-models [9] built with information from numerical, experimental or other sources of data. A Bayesian surrogate methodology proposed by Osio and Amon [8] allows for a multi-stage approach to data collection in model building. The Bayesian surrogate methodology integrates the advantages of sampling strategies--aimed to minimize the number of numerical runs or experiments that need to be performed-and a multi-stage approach that allows incremental understanding of the system to be incorporated as the model building process evolves.
The surrogate framework builds upon work on analysis of computer experiments [lo] . A detailed mathematical description of the methodology is not included here, and we refer the interested reader to Osio and Amon [8] and Leoni [lll. Only a brief description is provided next.
The surrogate models we implement are based on a regression approach called kriging, which is commonly used in Spatial Statistics [12] . This type of modeling approach does not assume any specific form of the response; instead, models are defined in terms of the correlation between sampling sites and the assumption that the response is a realization of a stochastic process. Sampling sites are parameter combinations where data has been obtained from any of the information sources. Data collection is pelformed in stages, and at each stage, a set of correlation parameters is calculated using maximum likelihood estimation with the information gathered at the new sites, The surrogate model is updated at each stage using the surrogate of the previous stage as a prior distribution, such that we use all the information that has been gathered up to the current stage. Information known about the system can be incorporated in the form of a prior distribution for the first stage of data collection. If this prior information comes from a physical model of the system, we call it a physical prior.
Sampling strategies (i.e., selection of the sampling points where information is gathered at each stage) are critical to achieve the desired accuracy of the surrogate model while keeping the number of sampling points to a minimum. For the first stage of data collection, we use maximin orthogonal arrays and latin hypercubes [13; 141 which have good projection properties as well as uniform coverage of the design space. These are especially suitable for an initial stage when very little information is available about the variation of the response within the design space. Optimal sampling [lo] provides advantages for subsequent stages of data collection because it selects where the next set of runs has to be performed based on the information gathered up to the current stage. Optimal sampling is implemented such that the selected sites minimize the predictive error for the following stage, In summary, the surrogate approach consists of building a model based on information of a discrete set of data, with the underlying hypothesis that obtaining this information requires a considerable amount of resources (e.g., time, computation, etc.). Other approaches could substitute the kriging model building approach, such as Artificial Neural Networks or the model building process based on Response Surface Methodologies [ 151. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) provide a general framework for building reliable interpolating models. However, the application of ANN generally requires a large number of observations (e.g., numerical simulations or experiments) to calibrate their response [16]. Under our assumption that the numerical simulations require a considerable amount of resources, the ANN approach would prove less efficient. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) has been also used extensively in building models for the outcomes of physical experiments. It has the characteristic of requiring a priori assumption about the form of the response (i.e., linear or quadratic). Also, traditional RSM places major emphasis on the reduction of the model uncertainty due to random error, while we are more concemed about the systematic bias of the model from the actual response. An additional advantage of the surrogate modeling methodology we propose is that, through the use of different sources of information, we gain as a feedback an improved physical insight and a potentially reusable knowledge instead of just a numerical black box.
EMBEDDED ELECTRONICS SYSTEM: Description and Experimental Setup
The geometry of the embedded electronics system selected for the study, shown in Fig. 2 , resembles a simplified version of the TIA wearable computer. The experimental model is manufactured with SDM [3] by successively depositing polymer layers. The system is comprised by a polymer substrate (black substrate) and by an external rubber hamess (white strip) that partially covers the sides of the substrate.
The polymer substrate is made of epoxy stycast 2651 MN (Grace Specialty Polymers) and consists of four layers of deposited material, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Between the second and third epoxy layers, a heat generating component and an aluminum heat spreader are embedded into the substrate. The heat generating component is a strip heater from OMEGA and it is used in substitution of the complex electronics included in the TIA. .The heat spreader is a 1/16" thick aluminum plate, placed on the top of the strip heater as shown on the experimental model cross section of Fig. 3 .
The three basic steps for building the experimental model through SDM are: deposition, machining and embedding. The deposition step involves pouring the epoxy into the mold until the desired layer thickness is achieved. M e r the epoxy has cured, machining is performed to attain the desired layer shape. The purpose of the machining step could involve: achieving a flat face, machining pockets to embed a specific electronic component or shaping a curved surface. In our experimental model, a shallow pocket was machined to allow for the strip heater to level with the remaining epoxy layer. The results for the average steady state temperatures at each of the thermocouples are shown in Table I . This table also shows error estimates for the experimental temperature measurements. We perform an uncertainty analysis as outlined by Moffat [18] to make error estimates. These estimates represent a 95% confidence region based on the variance of the experimental measurements. The experimental error estimates include a random component present during the ice bath calibration of the thermocouples as well as a scatter component registered during the actual experiment, which is due to variations in the room conditions while the experiment was RUB0 performed. The embedding step consists of placing and attaching the components and sensors within the system. The thermocouples are held in place by bonding them to the epoxy with an adhesive (Omegabond 100). The heater is bonded first to the aluminum heat spreader and, then, both are bonded to the epoxy layer using the Omegabond adhesive. The physical boundaries of each layer are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 3 . Notice that several thermal contact resistances could arise because of the manufacturing process used. We call interlayer thermal contact resistance the one between any two neighboring layers of epoxy. This contact resistance may be due to entrapped gases between the two layers during manufacturing. A thermal contact resistance could arise as well between the aluminum heat spreader and the epoxy layer deposited on top of it (Layer 3 in Fig. 3) . We refer to this as the aluminudepoxy thermal Our objective is to identify a numerical model and a set of contact resistance.
WRN
are embedded in the physical parameters which, when combined, can reliably predict experimental model, and their locations are shown in Fig. 3 . labels that point to the Same location in the two numerical models that might capture the physical behavior different views of Fig. 3 represent the condition of several of the system. we obtain the spatial temperature distribution thermocouples lying colinearly in that view. Thermocouple #3 for both numerical models by solving the steady state heat was not used for this base case experimental model and thus it conduction problem, using a element [19; 201 will be omitted from subsequent discussions. The thermo-within the dimensional domain of the system. ~~t h coup1e signals are recorded and converted to temprabre numerical models preserve the geometry of the system as built data acquisition, both from Data Translation. Sampling of the reduCe the computational domain by half. T~~ types of transient temperatures is done every 2 minutes for a total time bundary conditions are in these numerical models. ne of 8 hours. Four different power dissipation levels at the heater portion of he system surface which is surround& with The power level is determined from the known resistance of the as an insulated boundary. The remaining of strip heater and a controlled current generated with a regulable the system, includes the harness surface and the power source. In this paper, we illustrate the analyses using the epoxy substrate surface, are specified with a single, uniform steady state results for the * watt power levela The heat transfer coefficient (UmB) representing combined radiation experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The embedded system is positioned vertically with its back and the portion of its different numerical models are dsc.&d in Table   sides not covered by the rubber harness, placed into a pocket Of 2. ~~~~. i~~l Model N~. 1 (mi) involves three unknown a Styrofoam block in order to insulate this portion of the parameters, which are the conductivities of the epoxy the rubber harness (assumed to be uniform throughout the domain) model is and how the measurements are performed is and the heat transfer coefficient. The ranges for these parameters presented in Prodan and Amon 1171.
NUMERICALMODELING
Thirteen K-type Omega the behavior of the system. With this objective, we measurements using a DT-2801 board and pc-Lab software for in the experimental model, and a symmeuy condition is used to are used to perfom measurements: 5 3 6-75, 8 and 10 Watts. Styrofoam panels in the experimental model (Fig. 2b) is and fie convec~on to the ambient.
The

A thorough
Of how *e are chosen according to our physical insight of the problem and are reported in Table 2 . Numerical Mode1 No. 2 (NM2) includes two more parameters in addition to those of NMI, which represent effective conductivities to quantify two thermal contact resistances that might arise in the system. To model numerically the contact resistances, we introduce a thin layer of material in the computational domain with a conductivity k,, or kAU,. The thickness (t , , , , ) of this layer in the numerical model is chosen such that we can consider the heat transfer in 0 Is it a good assumption to consider a uniform heat transfer coefficient (due to natural convection and radiation) on the wearable computer surface?
To answer these questions, we would like to require the minimum number of numerical simulations and experimental measurements because of the expense in resources they represent. To achieve this objective, we use the surrogate methodology.
that layer to be essentially one dimensional.
expressed as a function of the conductivity assigned to it in the numerical model. The equivalent thermal resistance associated Problems (IHCP) have been with this layer represents two thermal resistances in parallel: studied extensively in the past. Researchers have uncovered a one due to the resistance and the other due to set of difficulties when solving these kinds of problems: illposedness, solutions very sensitive to changes in input data and conduction through an epoxy layer of thickness t , , , , :
possible non-uniqueness of the solutions. The IHCP consists
The one dimensional thermal resistance of the layer can be APPLICATxoN OF
TRANSFER
Inverse Heat
To INVERSE of retrieving the most accurate values for a set of unknown system parameters by minimizing the discrepancy between a proposed model for the system and measurements taken from a
where kLAyER represents either k,, or kAU,, RT,C is the thermal contact resistance present in the system and RT. , AyER represents the total thermal resistance assigned to that material layer which physically is always positive. Expressing RT, LAYER as a function of the layer conductivity and the epoxy conductivity, then both k,, and k, , , have to be less or equal than k, , , , .
In expressing the ranges for kIR and kAUE in Table 2 , we also indicate in brackets the actual ranges for the thermal contact resistance (RT.c). To assess the performance of these two numerical models, we need to address the following questions: 0 Which is an appropriate value for the conductivity of the physical prototype of the system. Jarny et al. [21] proposed an adjoint equation method for solving the general multidimensional IHCP. Their approach offers a framework where the minimization of a functional allows for the determination of values for the unknown parameters. Implementation of their approach requires solving the adjoint problem, which is of similar complexity to the original heat transfer problem, for each iteration of the optimization procedure. Beck [22] compared the relative performance of the two most used approaches for the inverse problem: the Function Specification and the Iterative Regularization methods.
As system complexity rises, analytical solutions might be unfeasible, and numerical epoxy in our experimental SDM prototype?
Is it important to consider thermal contact resistances in modeling the system? If so, how do we quantify them? approaches become necessary for building numerical models. A common feature to all this work is the availability of a system analytical or numerical model that can be used intensively within an optimization procedure. However, many engineering problems require numerical models for which a single numerical simulation is already computationally demanding, let alone an iterative procedure with hundreds of calls. For this level of complexity, we require a different approach in which we do not deplete the resources available for solving the problem before we reach a satisfactory solution. In this paper, we focus on this next level of complexity and evaluate how our surrogate approach can reduce the amount of resources used to solve problems that fall into this classification.
To incorporate the surrogate framework into the inverse problem of determining a set of unknown parameters by comparing a benchmark model of the system (e.g., experimental model) with a model that needs to be tuned with those parameters (e.g., numerical model), we propose the general procedure presented below. At each step of the procedure, we also indicate the particular decisions we have to make concerning the example illustrated in this paper: Select a benchmark model and a set of state variables ap reference values. We use the experimental model presented before and twelve temperatures measured at different spatial locations as reference values for the state variables. Choose a numerical model to be tuned with a set of unknown physical parameters, called design parameters.
We select the two numerical models NMl and NM2 with their respective parameters. Define initial ranges and constraints for the unknown parameters and propose a sampling strategy where each sampling site represents a run of the numerical model with a different combination of values for the design parameters.
The initial ranges and constraints for our design parameters are presented in Table 2 . As sampling strategies, we use orthogonal arrays which are introduced later in Table 3 choose a different numerical model and restart from step # l .
5.
Our goal in following the above-described procedure is to identify a numerical model that is experimentally validated so that it can be reliably used for testing different design alternatives and operating conditions. The objective of following this incremental approach is to find the numerical model of lowest complexity that provides the desired accuracy.
Since we will evaluate two different numerical models and there are several alternatives when building the surrogate models, we illustrate the approach by studying three different cases of surrogate models and evaluating their performance. Table 3 presents a description of the different cases of surrogate models to be studied. Note that for Cases I and 11, we use a non informative prior distribution. This non informative priorconstant throughout the design space-is the average value of the response estimated from the information obtained by running the numerical simulations.
For each surrogate model, we indicate in Table 3 the type of sampling strategy to select the sites where numerical simulations are performed. Surrogate model I involves three unknowns and thus implies a three dimensional search space. As the complexity of the numerical model is increased, the number of unknown parameters also increases, thus surrogate models II and III involve a five dimensional search space.
To attain the same degree of accuracy of Case I for the five dimensional design space of Case 11, we need roughly the square (513 power) of the number of sampling points, assuming the complexity of the effects for each parameter to be the same. However, due to the computational cost of running -( 16)2 numerical simulations, we stopped gathering data after two stages of 25 sampling points each.
Case Ill is an interesting example which incorporates our physical understanding of the system in the form of a prior distribution, with the objective of reducing the required number of numerical simulations. For the three dimensional heat conduction problem a relatively simple physical model for the temperatures is a Thermal Resistance Network (TRN). This physical model is built by solving a resistance network that emulates the heat conduction paths within the system. The result is an analytical expression yielding the temperatures that we are modeling as a function of the five design parameters (Ti"[k,pOXy, UAMEI, ~I R , ~A U E I kRUBBER1). This resistance network yields a qualitatively correct model for the effects due to each of the variables; however, it is too crude to be used directly as a prior, so instead we use the following physical prior:
which is a linear combination of the thermal resistance network prediction. The values for the statistical parameters P, and pZ are obtained from a generalized least squares fitting to the information gathered from the numerical simulations.
As Table 3 shows, we build surrogate models for the temperatures predicted by the numerical model; in other words, for each TTS, we build a surrogate model that approximates its behavior 'fyS as a function of the design parameters.
Afterwards, using the measurements from the experimental model (TIEXP), we construct the SRMsE function which is a surrogate model of the true eRMSE. We build surrogates for the temperatures instead of directly building surrogates for the error function because this allows us to incorporate prior knowledge based on our physical understanding of the relationship between the temperatures and the design parameters.
DISCUSSION
Once the surrogate models are built, we can optimize them to find the minimizing parameter values, we can compare their predictions with new numerical simulations at untested sites in order to test their predictive reliability, and we can also visualize them to gain physical insight about the responses.
Prior Distribution
Constant
Thermal resistance network model
If we optimize numerically the surrogate models (eRMsE) for each of the cases considered, we obtain estimates of the minimizing parameters for the eRMSE metric. The results from this minimization are shown in Table 4 , where * represents the minimizing parameter values. Table 4 shows that the three surrogate models predict similar values for the conductivity of the epoxy (within 4%) as well as for the heat transfer coefficient values (within 6%). Physically, the error metric eRMSE has units of degrees centigrade and the surrogates predict average temperature differences between the numerical model and the experimental model of about 0.7"C for NM1 (from surrogate I) and between 0.6'C and 0.7'C for NM2 (from surrogate models II and III). Another interesting result is that both surrogate cases II and III predict that the best numerical model would be one in which there is no contact resistance between the aluminum heat spreader and the epoxy (k*EpoXu=k*A,). The major discrepancies between the different surrogate model minimizing predictions arise in the values for the kRUBBER and klR. Still, both Cases I1 and III predict that there is an interlayer thermal contact resistance.
Substituting these minimizing parameters into the corresponding numerical model, we run simulations and compare their results with the surrogate predictions to assess the accuracy of the surrogates in predicting the eRMSE and the temperatures. errors when compared to the experimental model measurements. These absolute errors are on the order of 0.2 to 0.7 'C for all of the thermocouples, except for TSNS (i.e., location 5 in Fig. 3 ) that differs by almost 2 "C from the experimental measurement.
To discuss the existence of thermal contact resistances, we visualize the surrogate responses. Since the surrogate models are multidimensional, we only visualize two parameters at a time while keeping the other parameters fixed. In the following figures, all the parameters that are not included in the axes are kept fixed at the minimizing values of that surrogate model case. Figure 4 shows the surrogate model case I as a function of kmXY and U, , , .
The plot shows a clear minimum for the 8,,,, in the interior of the domain, which is the value reported in Table 4 . Figure 4 also shows that the Q,,,, value is relatively sensitive to changes in both kEpoXV and UAMB. This implies that we can identify a small region where we can assure
The numerical model temperature predictions for the set of that the, minimizing parameter values are contained with a minimizing parameters Obtained from Optimizing the are confidence degree limited by the experimental uncertainty in the shown in Table 6 . In this Table, we also show the absolute temperature measurements. Table 6 : eME for numerical model at minimizing parameters from surrogate insensitivity to the parameter and then a sharp rise of the error when the value drops below a certain threshold. Notice the difference between this sort of response and the one predicted from surrogate model 11.
Even though surrogate model III predicts the minimizing value for the k,, parameter to be closer to its lower bound than to its upper bound, the relative insensitivity of QRMsE with respect to kLK and the fact that the surrogate is just an approximation to the emSE function, motivates us to inquire more closely about the behavior of the h , , in this region.
a new set of observations gathered in a progressively smaller region of the parameter space (Le., similar to bracketing the minimum) until obtaining a subset of the original space small enough to use the direct insertion approach (i.e., optimization with a direct call to the numerical simulations). Figure 5 shows the SRMSE surrogate as a function of For the purpose of illustration in this paper, we perform k, , , and kIR. The surface is bounded with two planes that two additional numerical simulations, keeping all the represent the constraints in the parameter space indicated in parameters fixed to the minimizing values obtained from Table 2 and depicted in Fig. 5 . This figure shows that the surrogate model III but assigning to k,R its upper bound (kR= surrogate model II predicts a relatively small variation for the p,,, = 0.47 W/m oc) its lower bound (0.01 W/m oc).
error throughout the EPOXY and k, spacey as &SCE is h n d e d The results obtained for the emSE are 0.80 for the upper bound between 0.6 and 2.0. The minimum for ~R W E lie in the (i.e., no interlayer thermal contact resistance) and 4.42 for the lower bound for km and, in this region, the is Very lower bound of k, . These results confirm the behavior of the unsensitive to changes in kEWw yielding a smaller confidence the minimum for the em,, in the minimizing value ~"EFOXY even though its magnitude is to correspond to a numerical model with non zero interlayer similar to the other smogate mode1 predictions. Also, as an thermal contact resistance. However, as the difference between indicator of the surrogate model case n reliability, at the the temperature predictions at the higher b u n d for k, and at minimizing values it underpredicts by 30% the actual *SE the minimizing value k*, is on the order of the experimental from the numerical model s error, this implies that, using the available experimental information, we could not infer with certainty whether there is an interlayer thermal contact shown in Fig. 6 . This surrogate model predicts a high sensitivity of the error with respect to the parameter kEpoxy.
A physical explanation of the insensitivity of the error Therefore, for the minimizing value predicted of keAmE, we measure to the km parameter Can be given observing the spatial have a high confidence in the determination of the epoxy layout Of the themocouples in Fig* 3 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper illustrates the use of the Bayesian surrogate methodology to determine a set of unknown physical parameters and to select the most suitable numerical model for an embedded electronics system based on experimental information. We show the potential of using this methodology to reduce the burden of solving inverse heat transfer problems when computationally-expensive numerical simulations are required. Two numerical models for the embedded electronics system were investigated with three and five unknown parameters which correspond to neglecting and accounting for contact resistance, respectively. Surrogate models are built for an error metric which compares the numerical model predictions to the experimental model measurements. By minimizing these surrogates, we estimate the values of the unknown physical parameters. The application of the surrogate methodology to the inverse heat transfer problem provides a kamework to enhance the integration of different information sources into the model building process. The advantage of this integration is that none of the infomation available about the system is neglected when building a model, which reduces the amount of information required from resource intensive sources such as detailed numerical simulations.
Our study reveals that incorporating prior information from a thermal resistance network reduces by at least a factor of two the numerical simulations required to make reliable inferences about the set of unknown physical parameters. The predicted values for the conductivity of the epoxy are within 4% for all the surrogates built from the two different numerical models. However, the surrogate model with prior information requires the least number of numerical simulations to yield this prediction, in the case of the numerical model accounting for thermal contact resistances. Also, the confidence in the epoxy conductivity estimate from the surrogate with the prior information is greater because it predicts a higher sensitivity of the error metric with respect to this parameter. It is not possible to infer whether there is a thermal contact resistance between layers of deposited material. The numerical models chosen perform well in predicting the experimental model measurements. In fact, the numerical model with five parameters agrees with the measurements from the experimental model with an error on the order of the experimental uncertainty for all but one of the twelve thermocouple measurements.
